
Council Member Konev introduced the following: 

Resolution Number 74.101.11R (As amended prior to introduction) 

            RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF ALBANY COMMON COUNCIL 
OPPOSING H.R.2250/S.1392 THAT EXEMPTS NEARLY 185,000 FACILITIES 
FROM ALL INCINERATION STANDARDS UNDER THE CLEAN AIR ACT 

AND URGING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
ADMINISTRATOR LISA P. JACKSON TO SUPPORT REDUCING 
GREENHOUSE GAS POLLUTION UNDER THE CLEAN AIR ACT 

            WHEREAS, H.R. 2250/S.1392 is federal legislation that seeks to exempt nearly 
185,000 facilities from any incineration standards under the Clean Air Act.  It is expected 
that the full House will vote in October, and 

WHEREAS, this legislation would give polluters a permanent exemption to burn 
scrap tires, plastics, spent chemicals and solvents and other wastes without any 
requirements to control, monitor or report their toxic pollution. It would also delay 
important Clean Air Act safeguards for boilers and incinerators. H.R. 2250 would 
undermine public health protections as well as efforts to address Environmental Justice 
and community right-to-know concerns, and 

             WHEREAS, air pollution has been linked to a number of public health threats 
and can lead to respiratory illness, heart disease and premature death.  Low-income 
communities and communities of color will especially suffer because of their proximity 
to the industrial facilities that generate and burn these wastes. There is much at stake in 
weakening or delaying the protective measures the Clean Air Act provides, and 

             WHEREAS, for four decades, the Clean Air Act has protected the air we breathe 
through a proven, comprehensive, successful system of pollution control that saves lives 
and creates economic benefits exceeding its costs by many times and, with the Clean Air 
Act, air quality in this country has improved significantly since 1970, despite major 
growth both in our economy and industrial production; and 

            WHEREAS, the decade from 2000 to 2010 was the warmest on record, and 2005 
and 2010 tied for the hottest years on record and the current level of CO2 in the 
atmosphere is approximately 392 parts per million; and 

             WHEREAS, the current international pledges to address the climate crisis are so 
weak that they could result in 770 ppm CO2 by 2106, a concentration of CO2 
incompatible with human life as we know it.  There is a growing consensus among 
researchers that reducing atmospheric concentrations of CO2 to 350 ppm or below as 
soon as possible is needed to avoid risking catastrophic and irreversible climate change; 
and 



WHEREAS, according to the Global Humanitarian Forum climate change is 
already responsible every year for some 300,000 deaths, 325 million people seriously 
affected, and economic losses worldwide of U.S. $125 billion; and 

 WHEREAS, extreme weather events are striking with increased frequency, with 
deadly consequences for people and wildlife; 

 WHEREAS, climate change is threatening food security as crop growth and 
yields diminish and droughts, floods and changes in snow pack depth are disrupting water 
supplies; and 

WHEREAS, the world’s ice is rapidly melting threatening water supplies, raising 
sea levels, and jeopardizing ice-dependent animals like the polar bear and walrus so 
severely that Arctic summer sea ice is half the area and thickness it was several decades 
ago, alpine glaciers are in near-global retreat, and the giant Greenland and west Antarctic 
ice sheets are melting at an accelerating pace; and 

 WHEREAS, according to Scientific American, sea level is rising faster along the 
U.S. East Coast than it has for at least 2,000 years, and is accelerating in pace, 
threatening coastal wildlife and the 40 percent of the world’s population that lives within 
60 miles of the coast; and 

 WHEREAS, between 1970 and 1990, the six main pollutants covered by the 
Clean Air Act — particulate matter and ground-level ozone (both of which contribute to 
smog and asthma), carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur and nitrogen oxides (the acid gases that 
cause acid rain) — were reduced by between 47 percent and 93 percent, and airborne lead 
was virtually eliminated; and 

 WHEREAS, the Clean Air Act has produced economic benefits valued at $2 
trillion or 30 times the cost of regulation; and 

 WHEREAS, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Massachusetts vs. EPA (2007) that 
greenhouse gases are “air pollutants” as defined by the Clean Air Act and the 
Environmental Protection Agency has the authority to regulate them; and 

 WHEREAS, the Clean Air Act can work immediately to curb greenhouse gas 
pollution without new climate legislation or in conjunction with new climate Legislation; 
and  

WHEREAS, the City of Albany prides itself on being a leader in the fight against 
climate change and for clean air.  

             NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common Council of the 
City of Albany expresses its opposition to H.R 2250/S.1392 and urges all federal 
legislators to work towards its defeat; and 



             BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that climate change is not an abstract problem 
for the future or one that will only affect far-distant places but rather climate change is 
happening now, we are causing it, and the longer we wait to act, the more we lose and the 
more difficult the problem will be to solve; and we, the Common Council of the City of 
Albany do hereby urge the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Lisa P. 
Jackson, and President Barack Obama to move swiftly to fully employ and enforce the 
Clean Air Act  to help prevent climate change; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Common Council of the City of 
Albany requests that the Clerk of this Council forward copies of this resolution to United 
States Senators Kirsten Gilibrand and Charles Schumer and United States Representative 
Paul Tonko. 

 


